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Abstract

Offshore wind turbines (OWTs) in relatively shallow waters are most often founded on
monopile foundations, whose design is extremely relevant to the OWT dynamic performance
under environmental loading.

In this study, 3D finite element (FE) modelling is applied to the dynamic analysis of OWTs
and proposed as a valuable support to current design practice. FE results are presented about
the interplay of cyclic soil behaviour and hydro-mechanical coupling in determining the OWT
natural frequency: in dilative sands, the natural frequency seems not to decrease monotonically
at increasing loading amplitude, while slight influence of soil permeability is found.
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2 1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

The gradual depletion of hydrocarbon reserves is currently pushing the energy market towards
clean and sustainable sources, with solar and wind energies expected to play a major role in
the coming decades. In this context, several European countries have been recently investing
on the installation of offshore wind turbines (OWTs). According to the European Wind Energy
Association (EWEA), Europe currently leads the offshore wind industry with a total offshore
power capacity of 8 GW in 2014, to become 24 GW by 2020 and 66.5 GW by 2030 (Gazzo et al.,
2015).

At present, most OWTs in Europe are supported by monopile foundations (Arapogianni et al.,
2013), open-ended steel tubes driven into the seabed by means of hydraulic hammers (Doherty and
Gavin, 2012). Large monopiles having 4–6 m diameter are routinely employed in relatively shallow
waters (up to 30 m), while diameters close to 10 m are currently being considered for bigger 6–7
MW OWTs in water depths up to 60 m (Doherty and Gavin, 2012). Monopile design is closely
related to OWT dynamics, and in particular to the natural frequency f0 associated with the first
cantilever-like eigenmode. To avoid undesired resonance, OWTs are usually designed to keep f0

within the f1P − f3P range, where f1P (= 0.15÷ 0.25 Hz) is the rotor revolution frequency, while
f3P (= 3f1P = 0.45÷ 0.75 Hz for three-bladed OWTs) denotes the frequency of the aerodynamic
pulses induced by the passage of the blades (shadowing effect). Setting f1P < f0 < f3P is
commonly referred to as “soft–stiff” design, as it combines a stiff superstructure with a compliant
(thus less expensive) foundation (Kühn, 2001; van der Tempel, 2006; Bhattacharya et al., 2013;
Damgaard et al., 2014; Kallehave et al., 2015). Profound understanding of dynamic soil–monopile
interaction is therefore needed for an accurate evaluation of f0.

In light of these premises, numerous research programmes have been recently carried out to
improve the prediction of (i) soil–monopile lateral stiffness (Cuéllar, 2011; Kallehave et al., 2012;
Bhattacharya et al., 2013; Lombardi et al., 2013; Damgaard et al., 2014; Thieken et al., 2015a,b;
Byrne et al., 2015a; Zdravković et al., 2015; Byrne et al., 2015b; Arany et al., 2016; Versteijlen
et al., 2016) and (ii) the displacements/rotations accumulated after thousands of loading cycles
(Achmus et al., 2009; LeBlanc et al., 2010; Bienen et al., 2011; Rudolph et al., 2014).

This paper targets a contribution to monopile design based on the modern feasibility of 3D
finite element (FE) simulations, in agreement with the recent research agenda of the European
Academy of Wind Energy (EAWE) (van Kuik et al., 2016): “what is the amount of soil damping
for an offshore turbine? Is it possible to estimate soil damping from first principles, like from
numerical simulation with solid elements?” Despite the quite generic terminology, the EAWE
agenda points out the relevance of dissipative phenomena (damping) and their 3D numerical
simulation (via solid elements). Some of these issues have been previously addressed in the
field of geotechnical earthquake engineering (Kramer, 1996; Zienkiewicz et al., 1999), such as
the contemporary presence of (slow) dynamics, cyclic soil response and hydro-mechanical (HM)
coupling. It seems thus sensible to reorient this existing knowledge towards OWT applications,
as recently attempted by Cuéllar et al. (2014).

The same modelling philosophy of Cuéllar et al. (2014) is here extended to the integrated anal-
ysis of soil–monopile–OWT systems under environmental loading (wind and waves). In particular,
the transient response of a standard 5 MW OWT is simulated to illustrate, under different loading
scenarios, the interplay of cyclic loading and HM effects in determining f0. The ultimate goal is
to promote dynamic 3D HM FE calculations as a support to geotechnical design in offshore wind
applications. It is shown that more advanced FE modelling may unravel important geotechnical
aspects, possibly not emerging from standard analysis.
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2 3D FE modelling of soil–monopile–OWT systems

This section describes the main features of the soil–monopile–OWT FE model and refers to the
most relevant background literature. The FE model has been set up through the OpenSees
simulation platform (http://opensees.berkeley.edu, McKenna (1997); Mazzoni et al. (2007)),
while the GID software (Melendo et al., 2015) has been employed to post-process all numerical
results. It is shown that soil–monopile interaction in OWTs can be naturally investigated within
the same modelling framework already applied to seismically loaded piles (Elgamal et al., 2009;
Elgamal and Lu, 2009; Cheng and Jeremić, 2009; Lu et al., 2011).

2.1 Dynamic analysis of water-saturated soils

Governing equations Based on the work by Zienkiewicz and coworkers (Zienkiewicz et al.,
1980; Zienkiewicz and Shiomi, 1984; Zienkiewicz et al., 1999), the so-called u–p formulation is
here adopted to describe the dynamic HM response of the soil around the monopile. The u–
p approach relies upon the assumption of negligible soil-fluid relative acceleration (Zienkiewicz
et al., 1980; López-Querol et al., 2008), which seems appropriate for offshore wind applications
(wind/wave loading frequencies are normally lower than 0.5 Hz – see Sections 2.3 and 4.1).

FE solution The u-p formulation leads to the following discrete system (Zienkiewicz and Sh-
iomi, 1984; Jeremić et al., 2008):

mixture equilibrium:

mixture inertiae︷︸︸︷
Md̈ +

soil internal forces︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
Ω

BTσ′dΩ −
pore pressure forces︷︸︸︷

Qp =

mixture external forces︷ ︸︸ ︷
f extu,Ω + f extu,Γ (1a)

water mass balance:

soil dilation/compaction︷ ︸︸ ︷
QT ḋ +

fluid compressibility︷︸︸︷
Sṗ +

seepage︷︸︸︷
Hp =

fluid external fluxes︷ ︸︸ ︷
f extp,Γ + f extp,Ω (1b)

based on the standard approximations u ≈ Nud and p ≈ Npp for the displacement and the pore
pressure fields, respectively (dots stand for time derivatives). If the interpolation functions in
the arrays Nu and Np do not fulfil the so-called inf–sup condition (Babuška, 1973; Brezzi, 1974),
then spurious pore pressure oscillations (“checkerboard” modes) may arise as the the undrained-
incompressible limit is approached (Zienkiewicz et al., 1999; Preisig and Prévost, 2011; McGann
et al., 2012, 2015). This inconvenience is avoided here by resorting to the H1-P1ssp stabilised
element formulation, recently proposed by McGann et al. (2015) and applied for the first time to
3D OWT problems. Despite the low/equal order formulation, eight-node H1-P1ssp brick elements
prove suitable against pressure oscillation owing to a non-residual–based stabilization (Huang
et al., 2004), producing an additional laplacian term in Equation (1b) (McGann et al., 2015):

QT ḋ +
(
S + H̃

)
ṗ + Hp = f extp,Γ + f extp,Ω, where: H̃ =

Nel

A
m=1

(∫
Ωe

∇NT
p α∇NpdΩe

)
(2)

and preventing the well-known numerical issues associated with vanishing compressibility and
permeability matrices (S and H in (1)). On the practical side, the value of the α coefficient in (2)
governs the “amount of stabilisation” injected into system (1)1. In what follows, the suggestion
by McGann et al. (2015) is taken as a reference:

α =
α0h

2
el

Gs + 4
3Ks

(3)

1Too low or high α will result in either ineffective or excessive stabilisation. Excessive stabilisation means an
unrealistic/unphysical attenuation of the pore pressure field, due to the diffusive nature of the stabilising term (2).

http://opensees.berkeley.edu
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where hel is, heuristically, the average element size within the FE mesh, Gs and Ks are the bulk
and shear moduli of the soil skeleton, whilst α0 is a scalar coefficient in the range of 0.1–0.5.

As for time integration, the well-known Newmark integration method is employed with pa-
rameters β = 0.6 and γ = (β + 1/2)2 /4 = 0.3025 (Hughes, 1987). Soil constitutive equations are
integrated at Gauss points via the explicit forward Euler algorithm (Sloan, 1987).

Cyclic sand modelling The numerical analysis of environmentally loaded OWTs is strictly
connected to the modelling of cyclic soil behaviour2. The present study relies upon the multi-
surface plasticity model by Yang and Elgamal (2008) (UCSD08 model), featuring: (i) non-linear
hypoelastic law; (ii) frictional shear strength criterion with non-circular deviatoric π–section (Lade
and Duncan, 1975); (iii) non-linear shear stress–strain response generated by multiple nested yield
surfaces (Mróz et al., 1978; Prévost, 1985); (iv) phase transformation line to distinguish dilative
and compactive responses (Ishihara et al., 1975); (v) ability to reproduce both liquefaction and
cyclic mobility during undrained loading (Yang et al., 2003; Elgamal et al., 2003). The interested
reader is referred to Yang et al. (2003); Elgamal et al. (2003); Yang and Elgamal (2008) for details
on the model formulation and the calibration of constitutive parameters.

Unlike other cyclic models (see e.g. Dafalias and Manzari (2004)), the UCSD08 formulation
is not sensitive to variations in void ratio and cannot reproduce sand densification around the
monopile (LeBlanc et al., 2010; Bhattacharya et al., 2013). However, densification effects are not
deemed too relevant when the transient OWT response is analysed over relatively short loading
events.

2.2 Monopile and superstructure

Elongated hollow structures may be idealised as general three-dimensional solids, cylindrical shells
or beams. In this work, the superstructure (wind tower and transition piece) is modelled as a
Timoshenko beam to account for combined bending and shear deformations (De Borst et al., 2012);
conversely, the monopile is represented as a tubular 3D solid to reproduce genuine 3D effects in
soil-structure interaction. In the same respect, one-phase 3D ssp bricks are preferred over shell
elements for easier pre/post-processing procedures, especially when different solid formulations
(one-phase and two-phase) coexist within the same OpenSees FE model. From the kinematic
standpoint, the “mixed” structure formed by the 3D monopile and the OWT beam responds as a
single Timoshenko beam, as long as rigid translational links are set between the OWT base and
the monopile head.

Linear elastic behaviour is assumed for the whole steel structure, while 5% Rayleigh damping
is set at 0.2 Hz and 8 Hz to generate low-frequency energy dissipation (Chopra, 1995).

2.3 Wind and wave loading

This section describes a simplified approach to create plausible wind/wave loading scenarios by
assuming that: (i) wind and wave thrust forces on the OWT, Fwind and Fwave, depend mainly
on the wind speed, the OWT geometry and certain empirical aero/hydro-dynamic factors; (ii)
Fwind and Fwave are co-directional; (iii) the effect of rotor revolution on the wind speed around
the OWT is negligible.

Fwind is evaluated through the so-called Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory (Moriarty
and Hansen, 2005; Lanzafame and Messina, 2007; Manwell et al., 2010; Madsen et al., 2010;
Masters et al., 2014), regarding the rotor as a permeable actuator disc removing energy from a
stream–tube-like wind flow. Simple considerations on fluid momentum and energy balance lead

2Reviews of the cyclic soil models proposed in the last decades are provided, for instance, by Prévost and Popescu
(1996); Zienkiewicz et al. (1999); di Prisco and Wood (2012); Pisanò and Jeremić (2014).
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to the following wind thrust formula:

Fwind (t) =
1

2
AdiscCTρairV

2
wind (t) (4)

where t is time, Adisc the area of the disc/rotor, ρair = 1.2 kg/m3 the air density and CT = 0.688
is an empirical wind thrust coefficient.

As for wave loading, Fwave is determined through the simplifying assumption of fully developed
sea. Accordingly, the existence of an equilibrium sea state under a steady wind field is postulated,
so that a wave power spectrum can be employed to quantify the wave energy S associated with
each oscillation frequency f (Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964; Hasselmann et al., 1973; Ochi and
Hubble, 1976; Huang et al., 1981). The single-parameter spectral formulation by Pierson and
Moskowitz (PM spectrum) is adopted (Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964):

SPM (f) =
αg2

(2πf)5 exp

[
−β
(

g

2πfV 19.5m
wind

)4
]

(5)

where α = 0.0081 and β = 0.74 are two dimensionless empirical factors, g the gravity acceleration
and V 19.5m

wind the wind speed at 19.5 m above sea surface3. The wave frequency fS at the maximum
spectral amplitude and the corresponding wave height HS can be easily derived as:

f4
S =

4β

5

(
g

2πV 19.5m
wind

)4

HS = 2

√
α

β

(
V 19.5m
wind

)2
g

(6)

where HS comes from the area under the SPM (f) spectral function. The fS and HS values in
(6) define a simplified mono-harmonic sea state, and in turn the hydrodynamic thrust Fwave via
the well-known Morison equation (Morison et al., 1950; Vugts et al., 2001). This latter relates the
drag and inertial components of the wave thrust, FD

wave and F I
wave, to the tower diameter D, the

water depth d, the wave height HS and the peak frequency fS :

FD
wave = ρwg

CdD

8
H2

S

(
1

2
+

kd

sinh 2kd

)
F I
wave = ρwg

CmπD
2

8
HS tanh kd (7)

Similarly, the overturning drag and inertial moments with respect to the mudline read as:

MD
wave = ρwg

CdD

8
H2

S

[
d

2
+

2(kd)2 + 1− cosh 2kd

4k sinh 2kd

]
M I

wave = ρwg
CmπD

2

8
HSd

[
tanh kd+

1

kd

(
1

cosh kd− 1

)] (8)

In Equations (7)–(8), ρw denotes the water density and k the wave number related to fS , whereas
Cd = 0.65 and Cm = 1.6 are the drag and inertia coefficients suggested by the American Petroleum
Institute (Journée and Massie, 2000). Since the drag and the inertial components of the wave
force/moment are out of phase, the amplitudes of the force/moment resultants, Fwave and Mwave,
are estimated via simplified SRSS averaging (Square Root of the Sum of the Squares). Finally,
hydrodynamic loading can be globally represented as the following point load:

Fwave(t) = Fwave sin(2πfSt) =

√
(FD

wave)
2 + (F I

wave)
2 sin(2πfSt) (9)

applied at an elevation above the mudline equal to Mwave/Fwave.
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Figure 1: The reference 5 MW OWT (Jonkman et al., 2009)

3 Model set-up and performance

3.1 Structural model

All FE results relate to the same 5 MW OWT, defined according to Jonkman et al. (2009) and
henceforth taken as a reference (Figure 1). The dynamic analysis of the OWT-monopile steel
structure requires the setting of (Table 1):

– the diameter D, the length L and the wall thickness t of the tubular monopile (L/D = 4
and t/D = 0.01 are considered here);

– the OWT elevation h above the sea level and the water depth d;

– the mass density ρs of steel and its elastic properties (Young’s modulus Es and Poisson’s
ratio νs);

– the cross–sectional properties of the OWT tower modelled as a Timoshenko beam (see
Section 2.2), i.e. the section area Asec and the moment of inertia Isec with respect to the
horizontal y axis. Constant Asec and Isec are assumed along the OWT tower;

– the inertial properties of the hub-nacelle assembly, including the total (lumped) mass M
and the rotational inertia IM associated with the nacelle mass imbalances in the xz plane;

– the sea water mass participating in the OWT vibration. Following Newman (1977), this
effect is incorporated by introducing an added water mass equal to:

mw = 2ρw
πD2

4
d (10)

and evenly distributed along the underwater beam nodes of the OWT (Figure 1).

3V 19.5m
wind can obtained from the anemometric value Vwind by assuming for the wind speed a power law (or more

complicated) distribution along the elevation (Panofsky and Dutton, 1984; Hsu et al., 1994).
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Table 1: Geometrical and mechanical properties of the OWT–monopile structure

h d L D t ρs Es νs Asec Isec M IM mw

[m] [m] [m] [m] [cm] [ton/m3] [GPa] [-] [m2] [m4] [ton] [ton·m2] [ton]

90 20 20 5 5 7.85 200 0.3 0.7776 2.3818 350 2600 785

Table 2: HM soil parameters (Yang and Elgamal, 2008)

Parameter Unit Value

reference shear modulus Gr [kPa] 1× 105

reference bulk modulus Kr [kPa] 1.7× 105

reference effective confinement p′r [kPa] 100
pressure dependence coefficient n [–] 0.5
friction angle φ′ [deg] 35.5
shear strain γmax at peak strength [–] 0.085
phase transformation angle φPT [deg] 31
contraction parameter c1 [–] 0.125
contraction parameter c2 [–] 0.5
contraction parameter c3 [–] 1
dilation parameter d1 [–] 0.25
dilation parameter d2 [–] 3.9
dilation parameter d3 [–] 5.7
liquefaction strain parameter p′y [–] 1.95

liquefaction strain parameter γsmax [–] 0

saturated mass density ρ [ton/m3] 1.8
Darcy permeability k [m/s] 5× 10−4

3.2 Soil parameters

The reference 5 MW OWT is assumed to interact with a homogeneous sand deposit. In order to
generate a realistic soil response, the UCSD08 soil parameters have been calibrated against real
laboratory test results, concerning a siliceous medium dense sand (relative density DR ≈ 60%)
from an offshore site in Myanmar (courtesy of D’Appolonia S.p.A.). The experimental tests
were performed on sand specimens sampled at 20 m depth below the mudline, then subjected to
anisotropic consolidation and triaxial shearing. Figure 2 displays the comparison between exper-
imental results and UCSD08 simulations for monotonic4 (Figure 2a-b-c) and cyclic5 undrained
triaxial tests in terms of (i) effective stress path, (ii) stress–strain response and (iii) pore pressure
evolution.

The UCSD08 parameters identified as suggested by Yang et al. (2003) are listed in Table
2. The UCSD08 model can quite accurately reproduce the experimental test results, although
the overpredicted accumulation of cyclic axial strain (ratcheting) should also be noticed (Figure
2e). The latter is a genuine, poorly documented outcome of many existing cyclic models under
non-symmetric load cycles (di Prisco and Mortara, 2013; Corti et al., 2016).

Soil–monopile interface The discontinuity in hydro-mechnical properties at the soil-monopile
interface is handled according to the approach by Griffiths (1985), i.e. by inserting a thin layer of
solid (ssp) elements to model the physical transition from steel to soil. The interface layer is as

4the initial vertical (σ′
v0) and radial (σ′

h0) effective stresses equal 187 and 90 kPa, respectively, then axial loading
is applied with a displacement rate equal to 0.02 mm/min.

5a ±140 kPa cyclic variation in vertical (total) stress is applied at 0.25 Hz starting from σ′
v0 = 155 kPa and

σ′
h0 = 60 kPa.
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Figure 2: Monotonic and cyclic triaxial response of medium dense sand specimens: comparison
between experimental data (courtesy of D’Appolonia S.p.A) and UCSD08 simulations

thick as 4% of the monopile diameter and is assumed to behave as a UCSD08 saturated material.
Specifically, the frictional angles mobilised at phase transformation and shear failure, φPT and φ′,
are set to 2/3 of the values in Table 2 to create a more deformable interface material.

3.3 Size and space discretization of the FE model

Appropriate size and space discretization for the soil FE domain around the monopile have been
selected based on the preliminary tests documented in Appendix A. Figure 3 illustrates the final
soil domain discretised with approximately 6000 ssp bricks. Since only one lateral loading direction
is considered (along the x axis in Figure 3), geometrical and loading symmetries are exploited to
reduce the high computational costs for 3D FE computations. The halved FE model features
Z/L = 1.5, W/L = 1.75 and W/D = 7, with Z, W , L, D defined as in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Soil domain and ssp FE discretisation

3.4 Loading stages and boundary conditions

All the numerical simulations are performed according to the following loading stages.

Soil gravity loading At the very beginning, the FE model only includes soil elements (no
structural members), initially at rest and unloaded. Then, the self-weight of the soil-water mixture
is applied in increments to generate initial stress and pore pressure distributions. As for mechanical
boundary conditions, the displacement components normal to the bottom and the lateral surfaces
of the soil box in Figure 3 are prevented, while the top surface is free. The same soil box is
hydraulically impermeable along all its boundaries but at the top surface, where excess pore
pressures are prevented.

OWT installation The simulation of monopile installation procedures is not a goal of this work,
where the traditional “wished-in-place” approach is conversely followed. The monopile-OWT
structure is introduced into the FE model by removing two-phase soil elements in the pile zone
and replacing them with mono-phase elements. In order to accommodate this replacement, the
nodes at two-phase–mono-phase contact are duplicated and connected only through displacement
components in a so-called “master-slave” fashion, automatically making the monopile surface
impermeable to water flow. After the monopile is created, the above-mentioned rigid links between
the pile head and the lower OWT nodes are introduced.

Transient analysis The dynamic response of the soil-monopile-OWT system is finally simulated
by modifying the above boundary conditions as follows:

1. the nodal fixities at the lateral/bottom surfaces of the soil domain are replaced by viscous
dashpots6 to damp out outgoing waves (Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer, 1969);

2. point forces at preselected nodes of the OWT beam are applied to model wind/wave loading.

As discussed in Appendix A, dynamic simulations are performed by setting the values ∆t =
0.004 s and α = 6 × 10−6 for the time step-size and the ssp stabilisation parameter in Equation
(3), respectively.

6The viscous parameters of the boundary dashpots are set by accounting for the effect of water saturation on
the propagation velocity of compressional P waves (Foti et al., 2002).
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3.5 Features of soil-monopile-OWT dynamics

This section illustrates the predictive potential of the soil-monopile-OWT FE model. For this
purpose, a point load is applied to the OWT hub (Figure 4a) and the resulting transient response
numerically simulated. The following loading time history is considered (Figure 4b):

H (t) =


0 ≤ t ≤ T0 : Hmax sin (2πft)

T0 < t ≤ Tf : 0
(11)

with Hmax = 1 MN, f = 0.5 Hz, T0 = 8 s and Tf = 30 s. All soil parameters are listed in Table 2.

(a) vertical section (x, y = 0, z)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Time [sec]

-1000

-500

0

500

1000

H
 [

k
N

]
(b) load time history

(c) horizontal section (x, y, z = 0)

Figure 4: Point-loaded OWT and control locations defined for plotting purposes

HM soil response around the monopile Variations in stresses, strains and pore water pres-
sure are recorded in the FE soil domain while the OWT vibrates. The predicted excess pore pres-
sure ∆u is plotted against time in Figures 5a-5b for the four control points AL,R and BL,R (Figure
4a); Figures 5c-5d illustrate normalised pore pressure isochrones for the three nodal columns in
Figure 4c at times t = 5, 10 s.

At the considered locations, ∆u evolves in time depending on (i) variations in total mean
stress p, (ii) water drainage (drained, partially drained or undrained response) and (iii) soil volume
changes under shear loading. In particular, the results in Figure 5 suggest that:

– the sign of the excess pore pressure is mostly governed by the current position of the vibrating
monopile. Under “passive-like” conditions (the pile is intruding into the soil), the total mean
confinement tends to increase and positive ∆u arises. At the same time, negative ∆u is
recorded on the opposite side of the monopile (“active-like” conditions);

– the portion of ∆u induced by volumetric-deviatoric coupling is typically negative in medium
dense sands (Section 3.2). Therefore, the two interplaying pressure generation mechanisms
give rise to ∆u oscillations with more pronounced negative peaks.

– pressure isochrone patterns evolve as the OWT transits from forced (t ≤ T0) to free/damped
(t > T0) vibration. The smooth pressure isochrones testify the effectiveness of the ssp
stabilisation (McGann et al., 2015).
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Figure 5: Time evolution and isochrones of excess pore pressure at the locations in Figure 4

The pore pressure evolution is obviously linked to the mechanical response of the soil, here
represented in terms of shear stress-strain curves (Figure 6) and effective stress paths (Figure 7)
at points AL,R and BL,R. If the τxz − p′ stress paths cross the phase transformation line during
shear loading, then the effective mean pressure p′ increases due to negative excess pore pressure
and, as a consequence, higher shear stresses can be borne by the soil. This contradicts a common
misconception: soil non-linearity does not always imply softer response and lower strength, but
the opposite may be true in presence of dilative granular materials.

Vibrational response of the monopile-OWT structure The dynamic response of the
monopile-OWT structure is visualised in Figure 8 in both time and frequency domains. The
displacement time histories simulated at the OWT hub and monopile head are plotted in Fig-
ure 8a-8b. While the monopile head displaces much less than the hub, the comparison to the
hub response predicted by a simpler clamped OWT model (grey line) points out the quantitative
significance of the foundational compliance.

The frequency domain performance is shown in Figure 8c in terms of numerical frequency
response function (FRF) at the OWT hub mass (Fourier amplitude ratio between the inertia
force – mass times acceleration – and the input load). The numerical FRF (blue solid line) is also
interpolated with the analytical FRF of a visco-elastic single-degree-of-freedom (1DOF) oscillator
(grey dashed line):

FRF =
1√

(1− f/f0)2 + (2ξf/f0)2
(12)

where f0 denotes the natural frequency and ξ the damping ratio (Chopra, 1995). Although
the analytical-numerical comparison is only reliable around f0

7, realistic natural frequency and

7Numerical spectral ratios are meaningless at frequencies associated with negligible input spectral amplitudes –
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(a) control points AL,R

(b) control points BL,R

Figure 6: Shear stress-strain response at the control points defined in Figure 4. The colorbars
indicate the time elapsing from 0 to 30 s.

damping ratio are estimated – 0.243 Hz and 6.5%, respectively. ξ is correctly larger than the 5%
value set for the OWT beam (Section 2.2), as it also includes the energy dissipation due to soil
plasticity and wave radiation.

3.6 Role of the soil volumetric behaviour

The results of a purely numerical experiment are reported to stress the structural implications
of the soil volumetric behaviour. For this purpose, the UCSD08 model is first recalibrated by
keeping the parameters in Table 2 and resetting φPT = φ′. Figure 9a displays the effect of this
recalibration in terms of undrained soil response to symmetric triaxial loading: while the previous
parameter calibration gave rise to the typical behaviour of dilative sands (blue line), the new
calibration results in a liquefying response (green line).

Figure 9b illustrates the FRFs obtained for two identical OWTs, one funded in the dilative sand
and the other in its “virtual” compactive counterpart. The transition from dilative to compactive
sand behaviour is itself responsible for a 2% reduction in f0 (from 0.243 Hz to 0.239 Hz), not
negligible in the context of offshore wind applications. As discussed in different research contexts

in Figure 8c, at frequencies out of the 0.2–0.3 Hz range.
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(a) control points AL,R

(b) control points BL,R

Figure 7: Effective stress paths at the control points defined in Figure 4. Failure (dashed lines)
and phase transformation (dotted lines) loci are also plotted. The colorbars indicate the time
elapsing from 0 to 30 s.

(Iai et al., 1995; Elgamal et al., 2005; Bonilla et al., 2005; Roten et al., 2013), soil dilation can
give rise to stiffer soil responses under both undrained and drained conditions: in the former case,
the development of negative excess pore pressure enhances the effective confinement around the
monopile; in the latter, higher confining stresses result from prevented volume expansion.
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Figure 9: Relation between soil volume changes and OWT dynamics: dilative vs compactive
plastic flow rules

4 OWT response to environmental loading

The OWT response to more realistic environmental loading is discussed in the following. Struc-
tural specifications, soil properties and analysis parameters are as in the previous sections.

4.1 Loading scenarios

The wind/wave thrust forces depicted in Figure 10 are determined as described in Section 2.3.
For this purpose, four different anemometric records are considered to represent typical wind
conditions in the Irish Sea (courtesy of Siemens Wind Power). Four realistic loading scenarios –
corresponding to average wind speeds V avg

wind of approximately 5, 10, 15, 20 m/s (cases A, B, C,
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D) – are generated as follows:

Figure 10: OWT subjected to wind/wave point loads

1. wind velocity records (total duration: 600 s) are first reduced to 30 s time histories for
computational convenience. Then, wind velocities are directly converted into wind thrust
forces via the BEM Equation (4);

2. the PM wave spectrum is computed for the considered OWT structure and water depth
(Figure 10), then the main wave frequency fS and the corresponding wave height HS are
obtained. For given fS , HS and structural specifications, the wave thrust forces and their
application points δFwave (elevation with respect to the mudline) are determined through
Equations (7)-(8).

The resulting wind/wave load histories are plotted in Figure 11, while the corresponding load
parameters are listed in Table 3. As can be noted, wind and wave forces are gradually applied
through a 5 s ramp to avoid failure of FE simulations due to sudden load application.
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Figure 11: Wind/wave thrust time histories

4.2 Numerical results

The main numerical outcomes are illustrated for the above loading cases in terms of soil–monopile
interaction (Section 4.2.1) and OWT dynamics (Section 4.2.2). For all V avg

wind scenarios, the soil
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Table 3: Wind/wave load specifications for the four wind speed scenarios

V avg
wind F avg

wind fS HS Fmax
wave δFwave

[m/s] [kN] [Hz] [m] [kN] [m]

Case A 4.83 109 0.336 0.36 ±55 17.8

Case B 10.34 500 0.157 1.64 ±243 12.3

Case C 13.56 860 0.120 2.81 ±355 11.0

Case D 19.76 1820 0.082 5.97 ±473 10.3

permeability is gradually varied in order of magnitude within the 10−2−10−7 m/s range (k values
are thus regularly spaced on a logarithmic scale).

4.2.1 Soil–monopile interaction

Figure 12 shows the simulated displacement response of the monopile head at varying soil perme-
ability. The maximum displacement – and its unrecoverable component – increases substantially
at larger V avg

wind, with higher pile deflections predicted as the drained limit is approached (k → 10−2

m/s). While the prevention of soil volume changes is expected to affect the monopile displace-
ments, soil permeability does not seem to influence the oscillation frequency at the monopile head.
It should be also noted that the transition from the undrained to the drained limit is affected by
V avg
wind: as more soil non-linearity is mobilised at increasing V avg

wind, higher permeabilities are needed
for a fully drained response.
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Figure 12: Displacement response of the monopile head (mudline) at varying soil permeability k
[m/s]

Figure 13 highlights the relationship between soil strains and V avg
wind. The deviatoric strain

patterns around the monopile suggest that severe soil strains (larger than 0.1%) may not arise
when V avg

wind < 10 m/s. Further, although significant plastic straining occurs at the largest load
amplitude (V avg

wind ≈ 20 m/s), only a small amount of the total lateral capacity is mobilised. This
is clearly illustrated in Figure 14, where the shear force time history at the monopile head (Figure
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14a) is compared to the lateral load-displacement curve obtained through static pushover (solid
line in Figure 14b). For verification purposes, the simulated lateral response is plotted along with
the stiffer curve obtained by Abdel-Rahman and Achmus (2005) for a larger monopile (D = 7.5 m
and same length L = 20 m).

(a) V avg
wind ≈ 10 m/s, vertical (b) V avg

wind ≈ 10 m/s, horizontal

(c) V avg
wind ≈ 20 m/s, vertical (d) V avg

wind ≈ 20 m/s, horizontal

Figure 13: 0.1% deviatoric strain contour lines – vertical (x, y = 0, z) and horizontal
(x, y, z = 0−mudline) sections (soil permeability: k = 10−6 m/s)

(a) shear force time history
(b) lateral load-displacement curve (comparison with
Abdel-Rahman and Achmus (2005))

Figure 14: Lateral response of the monopile head at V avg
wind ≈ 20 m/s

4.2.2 OWT natural frequency

Figure 15 shows the displacement response of the OWT hub to the load scenarios A, B, C and D
at varying permeability; the results are also compared to the predictions for an OWT clamped at
the mudline (grey lines). As observed in Figure 8a, the presence of a compliant foundation affects
significantly the global response and the natural frequency. On the other hand, soil permeability
seems to negligibly impact the hub displacement (in the order of tens of centimeters), even though
its influence has been clearly observed at the monopile head for medium-large wind speeds (Figure
12). These two observations are not in contradiction after considering the 100 m distance between
the mudline and the OWT hub: the magnitude of the OWT displacement is dominated by the
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structural flexibility, so that relatively slight variations in monopile deflection do not produce
severe effects at the top of the wind tower.
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Figure 15: Displacement response of the OWT hub at varying soil permeability k [m/s]

The same inference is supported by Figure 16, where the power spectral density (PSD) of the
hub displacement is plotted after normalisation by the maximum value (0 ≤ PSD ≤ 1) – the
spectral peaks (PSD = 1) identify the OWT natural frequency f0. f0 is compared in Figure 16 to
the natural frequencies computed for (i) clamped OWT (circular marker) and (ii) OWT in linear
elastic soil8 (square marker). Unlike the clamped and the linear elastic f0 values, the “non-linear”
natural frequency varies in relation to the load amplitude (V avg

win ) and the following features of
sand behaviour: (i) sand stiffness increases at larger effective confinement p′; (ii) sand stiffness
decreases under shear straining; (iii) volume HM effects in dilative sands result in higher shear
stiffness. In light of these observations, it is possible to explain the observed variations in f0:

(a) V avg
wind ≈ 5 m/s – low soil plasticity is mobilised, so that the global response is mostly non-

linear elastic. The local variations in effective confinement make the sand stiffer than it is
immediately after gravity loading (Section 3.4), and f0 gets closer to the clamped value;

(b) V avg
wind ≈ 10 m/s – as the load amplitude increases, deviatoric straining implies lower sand

stiffness and f0;

(c) V avg
wind ≈ 15 m/s – the soil shear stiffness and f0 keep decreasing;

(d) V avg
wind ≈ 20 m/s – substantial soil plasticity and HM volume effects are triggered. In dilative

sands, these are expected to stiffen the soil, and indeed a slight increase in f0 is noted. This
finding confirms what inferred from Figure 9.

8The linear elastic f0 has been determined by inhibiting soil plastic strains and recording the OWT free vibrations
induced by a very small initial load (10 kN, not inducing substantial variations in the soil elastic moduli).
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Figure 16: Normalised displacement power spectra for the OWT hub at varying soil permeability.
The circular and the square markers denote the f0 associated with a clamped OWT and an OWT
in a linear elastic sand, respectively.

5 Concluding remarks

A 3D HM FE model was developed for the time-domain analysis of environmentally loaded OWTs,
accounting for (i) slow soil dynamics, (ii) pore pressure effects and (iii) non-linear cyclic soil
behaviour. Specifically, the well-known u-p formulation was adopted in combination with the
UCSD08 soil model, while the computational efficiency was globally enhanced by exploiting the
very recent equal-order H1-P1ssp element formulation.

A standard 5 MW OWT was analysed under four wind speed scenarios (V avg
wind ≈ 5, 10, 15, 20

m/s) and with soil permeability varying from 10−2 m/s to 10−7 m/s. Although real site conditions
(e.g. in the North Sea) would include stratigraphic inhomogeneity, a typical 5 MW OWT in a
homogeneous medium dense sand layer was considered. The numerical results allowed to gain
insight into some relevant geotechnical aspects:

– soil non-linearities may become particularly influential at wind speeds larger than 10 m/s;

– at medium-large loading levels, the pore pressure regime has clear influence on monopile
displacements, but negligibly affects the OWT response at the hub (and therefore the natural
frequency);

– the OWT natural frequency results from the complex interplay of loading amplitude and
non-linear/dilatancy effects in the soil. More soil non-linearity does not necessarily imply a
monotonic decrease of the natural frequency.

Future developments along this research line will aim to improve model reliability in terms of
(i) cyclic soil modelling (void ratios effects and ratcheting), (ii) site inhomogeneity (layering) and
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(iii) environmental loading (longer time histories and more complex loading combinations). The
goal is to keep providing more solid ground for reviewing current design methods on the basis of
integrated FE modelling.
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A Sensitivity of FE results to model set-up

In this Appendix, preliminary results about the setting of model size, space/time discretization
and pore pressure stabilization are summarised.

A.1 Domain size

(a) geometrical specifications
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Figure 17: Reference analysis case

The role played by the FE domain size is illustrated with reference to the analysis case in
Figure 17. A 5 m diameter monopile is connected to a 30 m beam, loaded at the top by a
sinusoidal force (frequency f = 0.1 Hz, amplitude Hmax = 1 MN). All monopile specifications
and soil parameters are as in Tables 1-2 (except soil permeability, k = 10−6 m/s), with structure
elevation equal to 30 m and no additional lumped masses. Three relatively coarse meshes, A,
B and C, are first tested to explore domain size effects (Figure 18 – in all cases, the same size
W is kept along the x and y directions). The corresponding FE results are reported in Figures
19–20 in terms of (i) contour plots of total displacement norm and (ii) shear stress-strain response
(τxz − γxz) at the four control points in Figure 17.

While the contour plots in Figure 19 indicate the insufficient size of mesh A (non-negligible
displacements are recorded close to the outer boundaries), mesh B and C provide very similar
results in terms of both displacement norm and stress-strain cycles. The size of mesh B seems
thus appropriate, as well as in good agreement with the previous size settings by Cuéllar et al.
(2014).

A.2 Space/time discretization

The sensitivity to space discretization is investigated starting from the above mesh B, then re-
named B1 and further refined. The gradual mesh refinement is illustrated in Figure 21 for the
three meshes B1, B2, B3, formed by approximately 3000, 6000 and 8000 ssp elements. The anal-
ysis case in Figure 17 is numerically studied in combination with the three meshes above, and the
corresponding results plotted in Figure 22 (contour plots of excess pore pressure ∆u) and Figure
23 (τxz − γxz cycles at the four control points in Figure 17).

In this case, the influence on the excess pore pressure field does not seem dramatic, while
substantial mesh effects are visible in the shear stress-strain response at points P1l and P1r. The
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(a) Mesh A: Z = 30 m, W = 25 m (b) Mesh B: Z = 30 m, W = 35 m

(c) Mesh C: Z = 30 m, W = 45 m

Figure 18: FE meshes employed for domain size sensitivity analysis

(a) Mesh A (b) Mesh B

(c) Mesh C

Figure 19: Domain size sensitivity analysis: total displacement norm at the second positive load
peak (Figure 4b)

medium mesh B2 seems a reasonable compromise between accuracy and computational costs –
the latter significantly increase for mesh B3. Further, mesh B2 compares well with the space
discretization set by Cuéllar et al. (2014) for a similar OWT problem. Both in Cuéllar et al.
(2014) and this study, the seeming coarseness of the adopted meshes is substantially remedied
by the use of 8-node elements based on enhanced assumed strain formulations (Mira et al., 2003;
McGann et al., 2015).

As for time marching, the time-step size ∆t = 0.004 s reported in Section 3.4 is 1/10 of the
sampling step size in the anemometric records, and fulfils the requirement ∆t < ∆xavg/Vs with
∆xavg ≈ 1 m and ∆Vs ≈ 200 m/s. Further, Krylov-Newton step iterations (Scott and Fenves,
2003) are arrested when an error criterion on the incremental displacement norm is satisfied with
relative tolerance equal to 7.5 × 10−4 (Mazzoni et al., 2007). Although smaller time-steps may
suit better the integration of highly non-linear soil models (Jeremić et al., 2009; Watanabe et al.,
2016), the selection of ∆t (and of the error tolerance) is largely driven by computational cost
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Figure 20: Domain size sensitivity analysis: τxz − γxz cycles at the four control points in Figure
17b

(a) Mesh B1 (coarse) (b) Mesh B2 (medium)

(c) Mesh B3 (fine)

Figure 21: FE meshes employed for mesh sensitivity analysis

arguments.

A.3 Pore pressure stabilisation

The effect of the stabilization parameter α in Equation (2) is illustrated in Figure 24 for the same
analysis case in Figure 17. The excess pore pressure contour plots at the first positive load peak
(Figure 17b) are reported for the following four cases, all analysed through the coarse mesh A
(Figure 18a) for computational convenience: (i) H1-P1ssp elements with inhibited stabilization
(α = 0); (ii) H1-P1ssp elements stabilised with a low α value (α = 10−7); (iii) H1-P1ssp elements
and α = 10−5 (from Equation (3)); (iv) standard H1-P1 elements (no stabilisation).

Checkerboard pressure patterns are apparent in Figures 24a and 24d (no stabilisation) and,
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(a) Mesh B1 (b) Mesh B2

(c) Mesh B3

Figure 22: Mesh sensitivity analysis: excess pore pressure at the second positive load peak (Figure
4b)
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Figure 23: Mesh sensitivity analysis: τxz − γxz cycles at the four control points in Figure 17

to a lesser extent, in Figure 24b as well, where α = 10−7 proves still too low for satisfactory
stabilisation. Conversely, a smooth pore pressure field results when α = 10−5 is calibrated through
Equation (3) (Figure 24c), with pressure amplitudes overall comparable to the other unsatisfactory
cases. The final value α = 6 × 10−6 < 10−5 used in the main simulations (Section 3.4) has been
determined to comply with Equation (3) in presence of the finer mesh B2 (Figure 21b).
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(a) H1-P1ssp: α = 0 (b) H1-P1ssp: α = 10−7

(c) H1-P1ssp: α = 10−5 (d) H1-P1

Figure 24: Pressure stabilization analysis: excess pore pressure at the first positive load peak
(Figure 4b)
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